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Overall the lexicon shows roughly an equal number of elements from French and

Cree. Nouns, numerals, and articles are generally French, while verbs, independent

pronouns, and demonstratives are Cree. Bakker & Papen 1997: 348 list French/Cree

percentages for individual categories: nouns 83-94% French/1% Cree (with

additional sources in English and Ojibwe), verbs 0-4%/88-99%, question words

<1%/100%, personal pronouns <1%/100%, adverbials 30%/70%, postpositions

0%/100%, coordinating conjunctions 40%/55% (with others from English),

prepositions 70-100%/0-30%, numerals 99%/l%, demonstratives <l%/>99%,

negators 70%/30%. (Ranges show variation across communities and speakers.)

The noun phrase is strikingly similar to that of French phonologically, lexically, and

grammatically. Constituent order is relatively fixed, as in French, and shows nearly

the same structure: number-demonstrative-article-adjecttve-noun-adjective.

Michif articles, like their French sources, distinguish masculine and feminine gender

(la bwet
'

the.FEMiNiNE box', U zaibr
'

the.MAscuLiNE tree'), singular and plural (U za:br

'

the.PLURAL trees'), and in the singular, definite and indefinite (W zaibr 'a tree').

Possessive pronouns, as in French, distinguish the person and number of the

possessor and the gender and number of the possessed: mil: papji '1sg/masculine.sg

paper' = 'my paper', loez arzll '3pl/pl money' = 'their money'. All nouns, including

the few from Cree, are thus lexically classified for masculine or feminine gender.

Numbers come from French, but like other Michif quantifiers, they usually cooccur

with an article: Jis li zen d %d 'ten def.pl young turkey' = 'ten young turkeys'.

Adjectives, which also come from French, occur either before or after the noun,

generally following the French pattern. An interesting innovation is that adjectives

preceding the noun agree with it in gender and number, as in French, but those that

follow do not: la grus tfft 'the.FEM big.FEM tent.FEM' = 'the big tent', but lam&zttblff

'the.FEM house.FEM white' = 'the white house' (French la maison blanche [bl 3f s]).

Demonstratives, however, come from Cree. Cree demonstratives show a three-way

distinction between near, intermediate, and distant or invisible objects, and the three

distinctions are preserved in Michif. The demonstratives agree in gender and number

with associated nouns, but the gender distinctions are not the masculine/feminine of

French. They mark instead the animate/inanimate distinction of Cree. In Cree, as in

other Algonquian languages, terms for all persons and animals are classified lexically

as animate. Terms for some objects are classified as animate as well. The animacy

of a noun from French is often taken from its Cree equivalent. The term larzH

'money' is grammatically animate, for example, because Cree so:niya:s 'money' is

animate. The noun phrase thus incorporates complexity from both French and Cree.

Every noun, whether from French or Cree (or English), is classified for both

masculine/feminine gender (on articles) and animate/inanimate (on demonstratives).

Examples of the gender distinctions are in (1). Words from French are underscored.
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(1) Michif demonstratives

awa li gars

d

'this.near.ANiM.sG

awa la fij 'this.near.ANiM.sG

u:ma li papji 'this.near.iNAN.sG

wma la bwet 'this.near.iNAN.sG

amma la m^ztC 'that.iNTERM.iNAN.sG

ne:ma lisa" 'that.dist.iNAN.sG

U:h t li zafer 'those.dist.iNAN.PL
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Negation is usually accomplished by the particle nw, probably from French non.

(4) MlCHIF NEGATION Bakker & papen im . 345

nu tultff aja:-w a likol

NEG always be-ANiMATE.iNTR.3 in the.school

'S/he is not always at school/

Constituent order is fluid as in Cree, reflecting pragmatic rather than syntactic rela-

tions. Yes/no questions are formed as in Cree with an interrogative clitic ct or ci.

(5) MlCHIF yes/no question Bakker & Papen 1997: 340

la munisjtt: ct kit-a:ja:~na:n sUpapa:-ma:ci:-jahk?

the.FEM.sG ammunition Q 2-have-2+l cx>MP-about-hunt-ANiM.iNTR-2+l

'Do we (inclusive) have ammunition for hunting?'

Interrogative pronouns and adjectives are also drawn from Cree. The adjectives agree
in animacy and number with the nouns they modify.

(6) MlCHIF information question Bakker & Papen 1997: 340

tama hm ka:-naskwe:ht-ahk?

which.ANIMATE.SG man COMPLEMENTIZER-anSWer-TRANSmVE.INANIMATE.3sG
'Which man answered?'

Subordinate clauses are formed with Cree-based particles plus a conjunct verb.

(7) MlCHIF subordinate clause Bakker & Papen 1997: 342

ka-ituhte:-h-LU-n aei e>wi:-tuhte:-jan.

2.FUT-gO-CAUS-TRANS.ANIMATE-INVERSE-NON.3 where CONJUNCT-VOL-gO-ANIM.INTR.2sG

'I will take you where you want to go/

The origin of the system is intriguing. It shows none of the lexical or grammatical

simplification typical of trade jargons, pidgins or Creoles. In fact it incorporates the

most complex areas of each source language: the French noun phrase and the Cree
verb. It could only have been created by fully fluent bilinguals who were already

adept at code switching and code mixing. Bakker concludes that it probably

developed as a symbol of the distinctive ethnic identity of the Metis, brought to the

fore by political events around 1812. The language apparently crystalized sometime
between 1820 and 1840. Differences between the modern dialects are small,

suggesting that all descended from a common parent.
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